
OPTION-F 

Paper : PHY-SE-3064 

( Weather Forecasting J 

Full Marks : so 

Time : Two hours 

The figures in the margin indicate 

full marks for the questions. 

1. Select the correct answer : 1 x4=4 

'9qi ~lGt 

(a) Ocean covered surface of the earth is 

11~>11,w. '!fF4M 9f~ 4M'f 

(i) 50% 

(ii) 80% 

(iii) 71% 

(iv) 65% 

{b) Hygrometer is used to measure --· 

__ 

(i) wind speed 

~C!t~ if,~ 
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(ii) density of water 

(iii) humidity of air 
~'511~1 

(iv) density of air 

(c) Percentage of nitrogen in atmosphere is 
~'-'f~ ~ct~ 

(i) 68 

(ii) 78 

(iii) 88 

(iv) 58 

(d) Atmospheric layers are classified on the 
basis of __ 

~~-- '8~ ffl 

(i) density 

~1/ temperature 
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2. 

(iii) wind 

(iv) radiation 
Mm~ 

Answer the following questions : 2x3=6 
M~ : 

(a) Write the working principle of a 
thermometer. 

~t(<Ml ~N>tG1 I 
(b) What is relative humidity? 

'5ltt~~1,~1~? 
(c) Atmospheric gases obey few simple laws 

in response to changes in pressure and 
temperature. Write two laws. 

C')1~<t~"619i~ \S~t 

3. Answer any two questions: Sx2=10 
M<f51Z'ft 1jtit ffl fun : 
{a) What are the most important parameters 

to forecast weather? Briefly discuss 
about them. 

(5ffGt~t<fS ~c~tet-lhl 
? I 
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4. 

(b) "Modern weather forecas~ing did not 
become possible until weather 
information could be colle_cted, 
assembled and processed rapidly.,, 
Explain it. 

C~N>~fca,~ 
'5!~~ ROOf't 

1"~~~1 

(c) What are the factors that affect wind 
motion ? Briefly explain them. 

4'-'I~ -e~ C~ ? 

(d) Write about precipitation characteristics 
and measurement. 

~lf~9f'fl f4~(.~ m, 
Answer any three questions : 10x3=30 

(a) How are clouds classified ? Describe the 
characteristics of different clouds. 

c«-ic<t> C!t'TIMw f 
fffi"f mll 1 
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(b) Discuss about short and medium range 
forecasting. 

11~ M~UI 
~tciif lt>-i1 I 

(c) Describe different layers of atmosphere. 

(d) Discuss solar radiation energy 
distribution mechanism in atmosphere. 

~~'1~~'1 '611<.611~1 
~I 

(e) In spite of their relative scarcity, the so-
called greenhouse gases play a crucial 
role in the thermodynamics of 
atmosphere. What are these gases? 
What are the sources and negative 
effects? 
~91~4S~~ '5~ C)l°%&r,~ 

<.-;J~4~~~'5t9f~Msl-i'!iei'1lw~ 
C-;J~,qli4 ~<.<IW.'5"~~ 
C<til~1<!1 ? 

(f) What is climate change ? 

1St1:t4t{ 91M4~ ~? 
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